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About this book

This story book is a summary of a 3 day co-design sprint held at 
Rainbow’s End, Manukau between 26 and 28 July 2016.

It provides a brief overview and visual story of the experience of the 
parents, children and key partners who took part.

Initiated as a joint project between The Southern Initiative (TSI), 
Auckland Council and the Auckland Co-Design Lab (the Lab), the early 
years challenge aims to explore how we can improve outcomes for 
young children, families and whānau in South Auckland. 

Our experience in South Auckland has highlighted that it is a place 
where communities and whānau have strengths and resilience that can 
help give children a great start.

Our aim is to demonstrate the value of a strengths based and whānau 
centric approach. To do this we are using a co-design methodology to 
bring together families/whānau and key parters to work together and 
develop new ideas. 

We hope that both the whānau centric approach and the insights and 
ideas developed are valuable to families, community, policy makers, 
iwi, funders and service providers.

About this book About the early years challenge

“at first it seemed like a lot 

of talking but it’s amazing 

how fast our ideas turned into 

plans”
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The purpose of the co-design sprint was to bring together parents and 
stakeholders to explore ideas and prototypes around a theme of creating 
‘home’ (see p4) over three days.

One of the aims was to use a co-design approach to encourage participants 
to come up with ideas that we could quickly go out and test in the following 
weeks.

Day 1 (explore) - focused on understanding creating ‘home’ and new insights
Day 2 (imagine) - focused on developing new ideas and testing the best ones 
Day 3 (test) - focused on developing the team’s big idea and planning how it  
could be tested ‘in the field’. 

The 3 days were designed around the needs of whānau. Parent’s told us 
what would most help them to take part. Feedback included childcare, a 
family friendly venue and keeping the session between 9.30am and 2.30pm 
to fit in with the school day. 

One suggestion from parents included providing a ‘meal bag’ at the end of 
each day. In the bag was a fun recipe and ingredients they could cook with 
their children - this was a popular inclusion.

What’s a co-design sprint

The early years challenge is following a co-design methodology. What this 
means in practice is that we put people at the centre of the process. By 
starting with the lived experience of people, co-design can help explore, 
imagine and test new ideas and involve the people closest to the issues.   

There are four steps to the process that we’ve aimed to build into the 3 day 
sprint.  The process provides some structure but also encourages creativity, 
collaboration and space for new ideas and surprises to emerge.

A key aim of the early years challenge is to demonstrate the value and 
potential for putting families/whānau at the heart of a co-design approach. 

Benefits of a co-design approach
• Helps us to define the right problem
• Starts with the lived experience of families and whānau and involves 

them throughout the process
• Can help create clarity from complexity
• Helps new ideas to emerge and be tested
• Catalyst for collaboration
• Builds problem solving and innovation capability

About a co-design approach

The four steps

Frame - Clarifying the issue we’re focusing on

Explore - Gaining new perspectives and insights

Imagine - Generating new ideas and opportunities

Test -Testing and prototyping (low risk, low cost)
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Views of parents in South Auckland

In November 2015 we spoke with 20 parents to hear about their lived 
experiences of bring up young children in South Auckland. 

Parents shared a range of positive and negative experiences and 
circumstances. Amongst these stories 6 key themes (see right) emerged and 
have been used to produce a report. 

Creating ‘home’ - a priority area for parents

Housing challenges were a key theme in the interviews. Some parents told 
us how they adapt by creating spaces at home that support their parenting. 
They also talked about creating ‘home’ away from home; using libraries, 
parks, community centres and churches etc.

However, some parents didn’t know about or weren’t making use of local 
amenities and connections even when they were nearby. 

At a parents hui in April 2016, parents told us creating ‘home’ was a priority 
theme.  We took their lead and set up a 3 day co-design sprint to explore 
ideas and actions that can support parents to make best use of the places, 
spaces and connections in their communities and would  help give their 
children a great start. 

A summary of the creating ‘home’ insight based on our research with 
parents is provided on page 5.

WHy focus on creating ‘home’?

Working towards a better future
Mums want to do the best for their children right now but are also seeking opportunities to create positive futures for themselves and their family.

Some of the things parents told us they were doing to create positive futures

Keeping up with childrens 
educational needs

Budgeting including total  
money management

Creating enterprising 
opportunities

4 SALE

Creating positive parenting 
practices

Creating non-smacking and 
violent free homes

Gaining skills and education

Strengthening cultural 
values and practices

Putting careers on 
hold to stay at home 
with their children

Going outside their 
comfort zones

Seeking out good  
role models 

Pressure & judgement
Parents feel lots of pressure and judgement. This can create feelings of guilt and anxiety and a dresire to push themselves even
harder for their children. This can leave them physically and emotionally unwell. It can take a crisis for them to prioritise self-care. 
Here, mums describe some of the pressures they experience and some of the self-care activities they use to manage them.

I take time out for 

I sometimes teach my 
friends how to too Making a bit of extra money helps 

me get to the end of the week and 

I do a lot of voluntary work for love, to 
give back to my community

Share

Active

Learning & personal development

Control

Chill

Feelings from pressures and 
judgements

Self-care toolbox
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I’m constantly worried about money. 

I feel bad I can’t make ends meet and 
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People think that I’m a super-woman, 
but sometimes I feel overwhelmed and 
it’s hard to ask for help 

I get worried that my neighbours think 
that I’m hurting my baby when she cries 
really loud. I’m scared of CYFS

I want my kids to stay with their 

grandparents, but they think smacking 

is ok. I don’t want that for my kids

I’ve been lying to m
y Plunket 

nurse because she m
ade m

e 

feel bad w
hen i w

anted to 

bottle feed m
y babyI’m

 not the perfect 

m
other, I feel like a 

failure
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ant to

 be a good m
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It’s hard to say no to my kids 

when they want something. All 

their friends have ipads

Baking is a big part of my life. It 
really helps me when I’m depressed

achievements. I know they will help 
me get work in the future

Getting tattoos helps me to feel 
and connect with me. I have 
control over my body again

Books are so good- it’s like 
having a TV on in my head

the two waves
We heard that mothers experience having a baby in two waves - the first wave describes the
time up to and surrounding the birth and the second wave describes what happens when they return 
home after birth. Each wave impacts the family as a whole but mums felt particularly unprepared for the 
intensity of the second wave. Although many new mums are anxious taking their baby home for the first
time, anexity was compounded by other life challenges such as post-natal depression, lack of resources
and relationship issues. These challenges are experienced as an undertow that creates instability.
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Life at home

I was crying, 
I had no 
support from 

c-section

My husband 
is in custody, 
I am scared 
of doing this 
alone

His birth was quite 
traumatic, quite long, 
he was a big baby, I 
laboured for over 50 
hours... he did a lot 
of damage coming 
out. I keep on having 
nightmares about it

I don't know who will 
look after my other 
kids when I'm in 
hospital - especially 
my oldest son who 
is sick

I'm short on 
money this 
week. I hope my 
cousin has some 
extra shopping 
we can have

I'm surprised 
my husband 
and I are still 
together

Nobody told 
me it would 
be this hard. 
I don't know 
what to do

Why does birth 
break me? I can't 
even look at my 
baby

Lack of knowledge or 

Postnatal depression

Unstable relationship

ty

Lack of support in materni

I don't know 
where I'm going 
to stay with my 
baby once he's 
born

Hou
sin

g issues

Absent father      

Long & t raumatic birth

No resources

co
n  dence

creating ‘home’
Becoming a parent brings about many changes including how people live in their homes.
Some families have less control over this if they are renting, sharing a home with a disruptive partner,
living in poor or overcrowded conditions or are frequently moving house. This lack of autonomy 
can negatively impact on the family’s ability to parent. In order to cope, parents show
resourcefulness by changing how they use the space they do have, developing new routines and structures,
or creating ‘home’ in safe places outside the house such as libraries, parks, churches etc.

“I have created places for their 
things and they have special 
spots for their reading and 
eating”

“My ex partner is staying on our couch 
cos he has nowhere else to go. When 
he's here I can’t get my downtime in 
the lounge and the kids and I feel 
uneasy”

“We use the bedrooms as play areas 
and we all sleep in our bedroom. 
Playcentre taught me about child led 
play so we prioritise that” 

“My partner, baby and I live in one bedroom 
at my Aunty’s house. There are nine other 
people living in this place. It’s so noisy. I can’t 
get baby to sleep. We can’t create routines 
like the nurse told us too”

My partner can’t �nd workd so we keep
shifting. It's really hard to pack up our 
lives all the time. I just want a place to set 
some roots down. My baby hasn't been 
to Plunket in a while”

“My house is so cold and damp 
that we look for places to go 
during the day – especially the 
church and library” 

We feel really welcome 
here and there is plenty 
of space to play

Sometimes we go stay at my sister’s so that 
we have a quiet place where we can get 
away from all the people at home

I’ll pack a picnic and 
spend the whole day 
here sometimes

connections

Helpful Unhelpful

Social Media

ECE’s & Plunket

Civic Spaces

Whānau / Family

Friends & 
neighbours

Church/Temple 
/Marae

Parent Groups

I can engage on 
my own terms  – 
anytime, anywhere 

I can be as 
anonymous  
as I want

I can just watch 
from the sidelines 
or get really 
involved

I can catch up 
with friends 
and family 
from all over 

Some volunteers 
from the church 
came and cleaned 
up our garden –  
I was so grateful

I’ve met people 
who are like family 
to me now

Sometimes 
people 
drop food 

When we had 
nowhere to live, my 
friends from the 
church opened their 
doors

Our park is close by and there 
are always other mums there 
to chat with

It’s great when we are all 
talking honestly about how 
hard it really is

Our ECE is great – 
sometimes they give us 
food to take home

I love being able to celebrate and 
commiserate the small things 
with other mums

My Plunket nurse hooked 
me up with a playgroup

It’s hard when the 
playgroup is really 
small

Lots of the ECEs are full so I have to 
travel outside of my neighbourhood to 

It costs a lot to 
have my kids in 
ECE 

People keep coming and 
going – it makes it hard to get 
to know people

We love the pool, it’s 
really cheap and we can 
stay there all day

If it’s free – 
we’ll be there!

It’s great my parents 
live so close by. I can 
just turn up anytime 

My friends are great 
when I need to let my 
hair down

I always have to look 
after my brother’s kids 
– but he never helps 
me out

My parents help me out 
so much I call them  ‘mum 
and dad PaknSave’

We know everyone on 
our street and we all look 
out for each other

My kid seems can be a real 
conversation stopper when I’m 
hanging out with my old friends

There isn’t anything 
for my under two to 
actually play with at 
the park

I have to watch my 
kids when we are at 
church – I don’t have 
time to pray

I don’t always 
know what the 
right advice is

If I don’t have 
data on my 
phone, I can’t 
get on

Sometimes I 
feel judged 
by other 
parents 

Other mums seem to have it all 
together on Facebook – when I 
compare myself to them I fall short 
and I end up feeling worse

We changed to a Palangi 
church because we 
didn’t want to make the 
contributions anymore

Our closest library 
is too far to walk to 
and we don’t have 
a car

Sometimes 

broken glass 
or needles

Sometimes there are 
people at the park 
that make me feel 
unsure or unsafe

We don’t feel safe in our 
neighbourhood and I don’t let 
my kids outside to play

My parents passed 
away – I miss them 
so much

I spend lots of time with 
my cousin – our kids are 
the same age

I’m worried that my parents will 
smack my kids – I don’t know how 
to let them know that’s not what 
I want  

Being a new parent increases the need for social support and connection. Sometimes new relationships
and supports are formed and sometimes existing relationships change. These relationships vary for each 
parent and they can hold both helpful and unhelpful elements.

service or disservice?
There are many services available to parents. A bad service experience can make a parent feel judged and unsupported,
whereas a good service experience helps them to feel confident in their parenting. We learned that a positive service
experience blends both technical expertise and empathy.

I went to the GP for the second time 
because baby still wasn't eating well. 
He said, "It's normal for a kiwi baby." 
I didn't know what that meant, but 
he wasn't even trying to understand 
me.

I went to the Manurewa Parenting 
Hub. They really understood me. 

They said I could begin a teacher's 
aid course and help me get back to 
work if I wanted.

My teacher's aid course taught me 
about child development and how 
important it is for mums to be with 
their kids. They even let me take baby 
to the course.

I got worried so I went to A&E. 
The nurse got cross and said 
“why did you wait so long to 
bring baby in?”  She made me 
feel like another young, dumb, 
brown mum. 

Dismissed

Welcomed Excited Empowered

EmbarassedUpset

My Plunket nurse “throws out the rule book” 
sometimes. She brought me her family’s 
hand-me-downs. I was grateful to her since 
winter is coming up.

I told my maternity nurse that I 
wanted to formula feed my baby. 
They asked me to sign a disclaimer 
form about “Breastfeeding is best.” 
I refused to sign it and snuck out.

My baby’s getting sick.  
I checked the mums’ group 
on Facebook for advice. I 
remembered seeing a post 
about checking temperature. 
There were mixed opinions in 
the comments section.

Apprehensive

ConfusedUnsure

Cared for Grateful

PressuredGuilt

Key:

Technical

Empathy

Parents in South Auckland are positive  about 
their children’s future 

Pressures and judgments are a barrier

Mum’s experience a new baby as 2 waves: 
the birth and then being back at home

Creating ‘home’ at home and 
away from home

Connections  are crucial but can
be positive and negative

Service or disservice: professional advice 
without empathy is a major barrier

six key insight areas
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creating ‘home’
Becoming a parent brings about many changes including how people live in their homes.
Some families have less control over this if they are renting, sharing a home with a disruptive partner,
living in poor or overcrowded conditions or are frequently moving house. This lack of autonomy 
can negatively impact on the family’s ability to parent. In order to cope, parents show
resourcefulness by changing how they use the space they do have, developing new routines and structures,
or creating ‘home’ in safe places outside the house such as libraries, parks, churches etc.

“I have created places for their 
things and they have special 
spots for their reading and 
eating”

“My ex partner is staying on our couch 
cos he has nowhere else to go. When 
he's here I can’t get my downtime in 
the lounge and the kids and I feel 
uneasy”

“We use the bedrooms as play areas 
and we all sleep in our bedroom. 
Playcentre taught me about child led 
play so we prioritise that” 

“My partner, baby and I live in one bedroom 
at my Aunty’s house. There are nine other 
people living in this place. It’s so noisy. I can’t 
get baby to sleep. We can’t create routines 
like the nurse told us too”

My partner can’t �nd workd so we keep
shifting. It's really hard to pack up our 
lives all the time. I just want a place to set 
some roots down. My baby hasn't been 
to Plunket in a while”

“My house is so cold and damp 
that we look for places to go 
during the day – especially the 
church and library” 

We feel really welcome 
here and there is plenty 
of space to play

Sometimes we go stay at my sister’s so that 
we have a quiet place where we can get 
away from all the people at home

I’ll pack a picnic and 
spend the whole day 
here sometimes
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CO-design teams

To support a co-design approach we invited 20 people to take part in the 
sprint. This group included parents and their children plus representatives 
from a range of partner organisations including Auckland Council, Plunket, 
Ministry of Education, Ministry of Social Development, Foundation North, 
mana whenua and other subject matter experts.

Participants

An important aspect our approach to the early years challenge has 
been to ensure an inclusive and supportive environment for whānau, 
within a co-design process.  The expert voice of whānau is critical to 
understanding the lived experience of parents in South Auckland and 
designing fit for purpose ideas and solutions.

An important aspect of our approach was to think about how we can 
enhance the capability of those involved in the co-design process.  

Many of the skills that are acquired through the co-design process will 
be useful in other aspects of the participants life and of course to have 
fun with the tamariki! Engaging with whānau in a whānau centric way 
is an emergent practise, and we continue to learn together. 

Our whānau are natural co-designers and this was apparent during our 
sprint. By initiating an “Early Years Co-Design Māmās” Facebook page, 
whānau have strengthened their connections with each other and the 
ability to continue to share information.

co-design mamas & papas

“people are hearing me”

• Lucy Afemui
• Jhana Sullivan
• Shelvin Munif-Imo
• Corinne Cameron
• Penny Pearson
• Josi Wilson
• Nicole Van Heijst
• Clare Green
• Kim Tangaere
• Stacey Pouwhare
• Lua Koloi

Across the three days participants worked as three mixed teams to co-design 
ideas around the creating ‘home’ theme. Each team worked alongside  a 
coach from the challenge team.

• Philip Miles
• Moka Ngaro
• Serena Lal
• Vaiolupe Talakai
• Keremete Papalii
• Panetuku Rae
• Kylie Tawha
• Anne-Marie Mujica
• Moi Beecroft
• Tania Kingi
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The goal for day 1 was to build relationships and trust between the group. It 
was also an opportunity to explore the existing challenge research and take a 
deep dive into what creating ‘home’ meant to each other.

What we did
• Whanaungatanga - As a new group from different backgrounds it was 

important we all got to know each other, built trust and prepared for 
three days working together.

• Update on the challenge - A short presentation about the work so far, 
including the 6 main insights from interviews with parents.

• Empathy interviews - the teams interviewed each other to help explore 
their experiences of creating ‘home’.

• Insight mining -  Building on the existing research and their own 
interviews the teams focused created insights around creating ‘home’. 
These insights helped the teams  develop ‘How might we…?’ statements. 
These statements gave the teams a clear focus for day 2.

By the end of day 1 the teams had explored the issues, prioritised key 
insights and framed the aspect of creating ‘home’ they would focus on 
during day 2. 

Key skills - team work, interviewing, listening, empathy and critical thinking.

 

Day 1 - exploring new insights

“I liked how easy it is to 

talk to people and throw 

ideas around without feeling 

pressure”

Tools and methods
• Empathy interviews - It’s about asking questions that establish 

empathy, and developing an understanding of core needs and 
drivers.

• Insight mining - Taking what we heard during the interviews to 
develop deeper understanding around creating ‘home’. 

• ‘How might we’ (HMW) questions - These are short questions 
based on your insights that can help provide inspiration for new 
ideas.

Our work space or the ‘party  room’
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Notes from interviewsSharing insights with the group

Developing insights about creating ‘home’ Telling stories
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Day 2 - creating new ideas

During day 2 the teams created a range of ideas and concepts based on their 
HMW questions from day 1. They spent time testing their ideas with other 
people and agreed on one idea to focus on during day 3.

What we did...
• Reflections on day 1 - After a busy first day the teams spent time 

reflecting on the process and their experiences. It was great way to 
reconnect.

• Generating ideas quickly - The teams used their HMW questions to 
quickly generate  lots of ideas. The emphasis was on quantity not quality 
and avoiding judging whether the ideas were good or bad.

• Refining our ideas - The next steps was to review all the ideas and weave 
the best bits into 1 or 2 big ideas or concepts that could be tested. 

• Testing with users - To test their emerging ideas the teams shared them 
with people at the Manukau mall and a group of Plunket volunteers. This 
was a great way to quickly test the ideas in a low cost, low risk way.  The 
aim was to fail fast and then refine the ideas based on the feedback.

By the end of the day the teams had created and tested their ideas and spent 
time improving read for day 3.

Key skills - team work, creativity, communication, listening, ideas.

Tools and methods
• 6 up, 1 up - this tool helps encourage creativity by focusing on 

quantity of ideas first and then taking the best bits of the six ideas to 
create one big idea.

• Concept sheets - the team’s used concept sheets to flesh out their 
ideas with more information about who the idea is for, how it might 
work, what it looks like etc.

• Testing feedback tool - a simple matrix was used to capture 
feedback when testing ideas. This helped prioritise how ideas could 
be improved.

6 up, 1 up template

“I’ve really enjoyed our group 

discussions and all our honest 

opinions”
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Brain storing Prioritising ideas

Genius Instructions for the next session
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Day 3 - Concepts and Prototypes

Day 3 was when the hard work from days 1 and 2 all came together. The 
teams spent time refining and shaping their big ideas. They also created a 
bold vision for how their idea could have a positive impact. The highlight 
of the day was the team presentations of their ideas back to the rest of the 
group.

What we did...
• Reflections on day 2 - Following the creativity of day 2 the teams spent 

time reflecting on progress so far and created a plan for the final day.
• Building prototypes - Having developed and tested their ideas the teams 

fleshed out details around who would use it, why it was needed, how it 
would work and who could help make it happen.

• Presenting the big ideas - Passionate presentations, 3D models, role 
playing, music, dancing and special guests!

• Turning ideas into action - Planning for live prototyping based on the 
ideas the teams created was major goal for the co-design sprint. The 
teams spent time scoping what was needed and who could be involved 
in quickly testing their ideas in a low cost, low risk way.

Key skills - team work, creativity, public speaking, communication, 
prototyping and planning.

Tools and methods
• Prototyping - Building prototypes helps to get your ideas into the 

hands of the people you’re designing for. It helps you get feedback 
early so you can improve your idea in an iterative way. 

• Planning  for action - The teams used a simple planning tool to 
demonstrate how they would turn their ideas into action. Having a 
clear plan will help sell the idea to people who could support live 
prototyping e.g. a library manager or community organiser.

Team 2’s workspace

Keremete with team coach Karen
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‘One love’ - Team 3Fale prototype - Team 1

‘Our place’ - Team 2 Role playing
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Team one - Prototype

The challenge

We heard about a mum who wants a better life for herself and her kids.
She made tough decisions to create a better and safer home. It would be 
game changing to have access to healthier and safer spaces without the 
compromise.

Concept: one love

A hub where young families can come together to share food and ideas.

Insights

• Food is an enabler and brings people together
• Mums are seeking community and a sense of belonging
• Money and transport are often barriers to accessing opportunities and 

services for young families

who is it for?

• Whānau seeking reconnection and sense of belonging
• Families keen to make a contribution and empower others 

what it offers

• A place to socialise
• A place to express yourself and regain your identity
• A place to network and access services
• Somewhere that’s friendly and versatile for parents and families

Team 1 - Big idea and prototype plan
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Team two - Prototype

The challenge

How might we empower parents and whānau  to have the knowledge and 
ability to make  informed choices in their every day lives?

Concept: Our place

A whānau connecting space/hub to share knowledge, culture and skills to 
support our tamariki.

Insights

• Parents are time poor
• Parents are often broke
• Parents need physical and virtual spaces to connect and that are safe
• It is important to strengthen intergenerational relationship and support 

diversity 

who is it for?

• Families seek a safe non-judgemental space that provides social, 
educational and financial support.

what it offers

• Easier access to friendly spaces and knowledge
• Whānau led
• Alternative approaches to childcare
• Draws on societal and cultural strengths
• ‘Our place’ does not provide the services it hosts them

Team 2 - Big idea and prototype plan
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Team three  - Prototype

The challenge

How might we create a home environment outside of where people live?

Insights

• People who move to a new country can lose their sense of identity 
• There is value in having a place to rest, breathe, re-energise and connect 

with others
• Someone strong and confident can be come vulnerable as a new parent

Concept: Pop up portable fale

Portable fales that can be put up anywhere and used to bring people 
together. It is a place of belonging, comfort, safety and familiarity and 
endless opportunities.

who is it for?

• Families who are new to New Zealand
• Parents who are feeling isolated and disconnected 
• Helping parents to connect with other families in their community

what it offers

• A place to socialise
• A place to express yourself and regain your identity
• A place to network and access services
• Somewhere that’s friendly and versatile for parents and families

Team 3 - Big idea and prototype plan
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Next steps

Prototyping

Following the sprint, each team agreed to meet up to explore how they can 
take their ideas forward over the following two weeks.

One team had already brokered a prototyping opportunity at Clendon Library 
with a group of young parents. The other teams arranged visits in Manurewa 
to the Botanic Gardens and a Plunket centre.  

Over the next three weeks each team will run through two rounds of testing 
their prototypes ‘in the field’. We will then come back together to review 
what they heard, adapt the ideas and plan how to take them forward. 

Go teams!

Thank you!

To acknowledge the participants achievements and co-design awesomeness 
we wrapped up the final day with a celebration huddle. 

Everyone received a certificate of participation and a big thank you on behalf 
of The Southern Initiative and the Auckland Co-design Lab.   

‘The ‘two waves’ co-design sprint - August 2016

Building on this co-design sprint, we will run a second sprint at the end of 
August. This one will focus on ‘the two waves’ which was the other area 
prioritised by parents at the hui in April.

During our research we heard that mothers experience having a baby in two 
waves - the first wave describes the time up to and surrounding the birth and 
the second wave describes what happens when they return home after birth. 

Each wave impacts the family as a whole but mums felt particularly 
unprepared for the intensity of the second wave. 

Although many new mums are anxious taking their baby home for the first 
time, this anxiety was compounded by other life challenges such as post-
natal depression, lack of resources and relationship issues. These challenges 
are experienced as an undertow that creates instability.

A snap shot of ‘the two waves’ insight area is provided on page 17.
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the two waves
We heard that mothers experience having a baby in two waves - the first wave describes the
time up to and surrounding the birth and the second wave describes what happens when they return 
home after birth. Each wave impacts the family as a whole but mums felt particularly unprepared for the 
intensity of the second wave. Although many new mums are anxious taking their baby home for the first
time, anexity was compounded by other life challenges such as post-natal depression, lack of resources
and relationship issues. These challenges are experienced as an undertow that creates instability.
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Contact US
If you would like more information about the early years challenge please contact:

Gael Surgenor, Director Community and Social Innovation
The Southern Initiative, Auckland Council
gael.surgenor@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz

Jane Strange, Director
Auckland Co-Design Lab 
jane.strange@aucklandco-lab.mbie.govt.nz  


